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The dislocation subatructure.s in single crystals or 1-1€;0 . ,formed 

tn tour-point bending at tem:pera:turee from -196°C to 1300°C have been 

observed by transmission electron microscopyG Elongated edge dislocation 

pairs were :found a.t all deformation temperatures. The majority at pairs 

originated where screw dislocations intersected grown-in dislocationso 

Grovm.-in dts·loca.tiona a.lways contained 1mpur1 ty precipi tatea along their 

.length and atten did not lie exaetly in a slip pla.ne. Eecauoe of either 

or both or these factors, grown-in dislocations remained immobile during 

deformation~ 

The stebility of dislocation pairs depended upon the separation 

of the two dislocations and the de:f'on~tion temQJerature. Narrow pai~s 
. . ' 

broke up into amal.l ptioma.tic loops at 750°C and above. The wio.th of the 

largest observed x.~airs ap:pro:J.chcd but never exc~eded the ca.J.cuJ.a.,ted 

value; 
Gb 

81{ (1 - v) Tc 
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:mTRODUCTION 

The mechanism of plastic deformation in magnesium oxide and other 

crystalS exhibiting the NaCl structure has been extensively studied 

becausea (a) Simple and reliable etch pit techniques which reveal the 

positions of dislocation lines have been developedo1 (b) Direct obser-

vations of dislocation lines by transmission electron microscopy can 
2 

be conveniently made in MgOo (c) Specimens or high structural per-

teet! on have been availableQ (d) In same respects the crystall~ 

ot slip is sim,pler in the Na.Cl structure than in any metallic structureo3 

Consequently, it has been possible for these materi~(to a greater 

extent than for metals) to relate plastic properties directly' to the 

behavior of individual dislocationsQ3, 4
1 5, 6 

In MgO it has been possible to study in detail., by transmission 

electron microscopy, the damage left by moving dislocationso21 7 Previous 

work has shown that the most important defects within a slip band are 

elongated ed8e dislocation loops (dipoles) o It is this kind of d.amage 

that causes slip to stop on an active pla.ne and to spread to nearby 

parallel planes J it also results in strain hardening whenever furthe:r 

plastic deformation requires intersection or overlapping of slip bandsQ5 

The purpose of the present experiments was to fUrther study the 

origin Of the dislocation pairs and prismatic loops and also to try to 

clarify the mechanism of dislocation multiplicatien that operates during 

the widening of slip bandso The interactions between moving dislocations 

and tmmobile dislocations and precipitates were also investigated over 

the temperature range "'196°C to l300°Co 
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EXPERD1ENTAL PROCEDURES 

Teat Sample Preparation 

Bulk MgO single crystals obtatned frara the Norton Company were. 

used 1n this studyo •.ro prepare test oe.mples, thin sheets approximately 

Oo02 x 0.3 x 1 ino with (100) faces were cleaved from the bulk crystals. 

After being cleaved, the sheets were mechanically polished to remove 

cleavage steps and annealed for two hours at 1250°0 to remove the surface 

damage which occurred during polishing. n1e sheets were then chemically· 

polished to obtain smooth surfaces and to remove any remaining surface 

d.amaget The final sheet thickness varied from 0.009 to 0.018 in. 

Test Procedure 

In the temperature range -196°C to 750°C1 four-point bend tests 

were performed using a stainless steel testing frame mounted on an 

Instron testing machine. The span length of the frame was 3/4 in. with 

the inner knife edges 1/4 in. apart. The tvro center knife edges could 

be moved about two perpendicular axes to provide uniform loading. The 

outer knife edges were f:1.xed but were parallel to ~d thin 0.001 in. in 

l/2 ine All samples vrere deformed with the testing machine operating at 

a constant cross-head speed of 0.05 em/min. The deflection of the samples 

was taken as the crossehead displacement and so was a measure of the net 

displacement between the center knife edges with respect to the outer 

knife edges .. 

The samples were heated by a. small resistance furnace which fitted 

around the testing frame. Temperature measurements ~re made using a 

thermocouple Which was placed about 1/8 in. below and under the test 

. samples o After being tested1 the samples were immediately removed from 

the furnace and allowed to air cool. 
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All S8Jl'WleS were deformed by an amount corresponding to an outer 

fiber atl'e.in at approximate~ 1,;o The outer fiber stress vas calculated 

. using elastic theory throughout the load deflection curVe.., 

SmJJiPle& deformed a.t 1000°0 and higher were bent by mnua..l:cy pr~s

lins u alumina rod against the back face of the ·sample 'Whil.e it w.s in 

·the turnaceo After being de:f'ormed1 the sample was removed from the 

i"wr'naca and allowed to air cool o 

- Translo.ission S~ie Preparation 

The deformed specimens were next etched f'or a f'ew secondS in hot. 

nitric acid.., The general area. selec-ted for exa.u:dnation in the electron 

mieroscope 'WaS thinned by translating the sample slowly along a. circular 

path above a. small jet of hot ortho:phos:phoric acid (ll0°C) ~ The bend 

smnples vtere polished from the compression side so that the thin sections. 

obta,j.ned were from the tensile surface. Polishing was ·continued until 

a hole appeared a.t some :point. The sample -was then inn:nediately inrinersed 

in distilled water and rinsed in alcohol and anhydrous ether~ A diagre.tri 

o.f the :polishing apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. 

The hole produced was usually less than 1 mm in diameter. Areas 

sufficiently thin to be trans:pe.:t.ent to the electron beam of the micro

scope extended in a few hundred microns tram the periphery of the hole 

and could be detected by bright interference fringes when observed in 

vertical i~luminationc 

The next step in preparing _the transmission swnples was tha.t of 

removing the thin section :t'rcm around the hole~ The :following procedure 

was fina..lly adopted., A· small drop of Lac ami t masking ·lacquer on the end 

ot a tine paint brush was lightly touched to the sample in the area of 
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the hole. The Lacomi t vret the surface around the hole forming a. circle 

about 2 mm in diru..rJ.eter -vrhich, i·lhen dried, protected the thin section. 

· The se.m:ple -vras again polished over the hot e.cid jet a.nd new· holes were 

allowed to form around the ma.sk. Just before these seconda:ry holes 

started to join, polishing was stop1~d by immersing the sample in dis

tilled V.'ater. The mask was then removed by disolving it in acetone and 

the sample was rinsed in disUlled 'Water, alcohol, and anhydrous ether. 

At this point the thin section around the periphery of the hole viaS 

almost co11J.j;>letely surrounded ivith secondary holes, making it a. rather 

simple matter to chip the material betiveen the secondary holes and allmt 

the thin section to fall. into an electron microscope holder. Fie;ure 2 

shows a specimen vlhich has been prepared and placed on an elec·jjron 

ttJ.icroscope grid in tMs manner. 

Observations ~rere marlc using both a. Uita.chi IIU-10 and a. Siemens 

Elmiskop I electron microscope operating at J.OOkV, 

RESUDrS AND DISCUSSia~ 

Mechanical Test Results 

hTJ:l.en an MgO sample is o.eforrned in four-point bending, there is 

an eg;t.ml shear stress on four of the six possible <110> {110) sli:p 

systems. '1\vo of the active systems are on planes uhich intersect the 

tension surface (a. (100) plane) at ~-5° and t1vo intersect it at 90°. 

Hereafter, these :planes will be l~eferred to as !~5o and 9Q0 planes, 

respectively. In deforntlnG as-polished srunples, despite the eg~tal shear 

stress on the sli:p planes, deformation occur1·ecl predominantly on lJ-5° 

:planes concentrated tmder the center Y~life edges. The stress deflection 
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a shar-p, dl'O:P nnd jerl;:y flmt (Figo 3a)., The high yield stress followed 

by a slH:..l-.1? drop in stress o.:pl,)Ca,j;,'S to be o. result of the hic;l1er stress 

' 8 
necess8.l'y to nucleate dislocations in NgO than to move them. 

Since iLn this otudy i:t ··wtJ.S desired to observe dislocations on 

both types of sl.1p :planes, it \taa necessary to force the 90° planes 

to operate.~> To do this, the .tension aw. .. faoe ot all remining samples 

.was lightly sprinlded 'With alumina I>a.r-t.ieles to introduce freoh dialo .. 

·cations on all slip planes. ·The eff~et this had on the stress deflection 

curve ·:can be .seen in Figs ... Jb ;a,nd 3co The yield streGS was lowered a.nd 

f'lOW' was smooth-Q Microexam'ination reveu.led tha,t,d€lf.ormat1on had occurred 

on both the 45° and 90° slip plalles e.nd. 1-m.o tmiform:4r ·d:lstrib:uted between 

·t.lle center knife edges., 

Sprinltling was effective in activating b0:th ,.~ypea of slip :sys-

tell1S and in giving uniform deformation e.t tes·c terapera.tures to 550°Co 

At 750°C1 however, samples again shovTed a. high yield. stress, a Sharp 

drop in stress, and jerlcy flo·~r (Figs. 3h and 31). Microex.mnine.tion 

revealed that, as in the case of the as-polished samples, defor:rnation 

l.le.d occurred mainly on 45° pl...9.nes concentrat.ed tu1dc1· the cent.er lmife 

edges., Further exc:.mination showed that the d5.slocations introduced by 

sprinkling had not :moved. during delorm .. "l..tion.'L. Figurt~ i~ shows a 11 rosette" 

of such "pinned:" dislocations in a 3atup1e d.eformed ~~(; "(50°C~ In con-

trast to this behavioi·, F1g. 5 ahovrs hovr fresh cliGloca.tions have formed 

slip bandn in a sample deforr'lcd a;t; room temperature. 
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1 or "e.z-in~" phenomenon is also observed in T.~iFa AlthOUgh aging a.t 

500"C .aJ.¥1. 750°C for ohort periods did lock dielocationt;1" it did not 

produce any precipitates along the dislocations large enQU8h to be 

observed directly in the microscope or to cause any noticeable cl~e 
I 

in the electron diffraction contrast of' the pinned dislocation lines. 

Observations 

When transmission samples were viewed ~ the electron microscope, 

a (100) ple.ne was alweys very nearly perpendicular to the electron beame 

Therefore, dislocation ima.ges were always e. pro,jection onto a (100) 

plane. In the Na.Cl structure there is only o:ne <UO> slip direction 

tor a given (llO) slip pl.ane so that all glide dislocations in a given 

J)lane will have the same :&lrgers vectOl"c. In a. 45° plane, therefore, 

a pure screw disloCation appears e.s a stra.ig)lt line lying along a <100> 

dii-ectione~ Its length is determined by the thickness of· the foil 

because 1 t terminates at the top a.nd bottom surfaces of tl1e crystal~ A 

pure edge dislocation on this inclined plane appears as a straight line 

parallel to the trace of' the glide plane an the plane of the foil. A 

mixed dislocation may have a.ny sho.pe and direction. In a. 9()0 band a 

pure screw dislocation, a mixed dislocation, or even cur'Ved lines a.PJ;ea.r 

in projection as atrai@1t lines lying parallel to ·the trace of the glide 

plane 1Vi1ich is a <110> direction. A pure edge dislocation is seen end one 

'l'hc Effect of Tcitrooro.ture on Dislocation Substructurf:J 
-~ . - ----------

The character of the substructure vli thin slip bands depended 

markedly on the deformation temperature. On 45° planes of sar!iplea 

deformed at -l96°C the sub::rtructurc was ve"J.·y dense, being colYlJ,.OOSed of 

lineo ~lhieh were irregular in shape (Fig. 6). Only a fevr resolvable 
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dislocation pairs were observed in these samples but many of the linea 

appea:J:-ed to be w·ider and darker in contrast than others~ These were 

p:t"obably pairs with a spacing below the limit of resolutiOn., At ambient 

temperatures tha substructure was lesa dense a.nd dislocations tended to 

be straighter. Many dialoca.tion pairs were readily resolved in these 

samples.. Further increase in deforma.tion teiig?erature resulted in a 

continuous decrease in d.isloca. tion dena! ty. Figure 7 allow a typical 

substructure in a sample deformed at 750°0. Increasing the tenl.l,)erature 

to 1000°0 and 1200°0 fUrther decreased the dislocation density but not 

to the degree observed in the lower tempex-ature re.nged The density ot 

dislocation pairs also decreased with 1ncre~ing temperature but the 

average pair size increased. Figures 8 and 9 show the largest pair 

spacing observed in smoples deformed at roam t~ra.ture and 500°0 re• 

Ol)E!Cti vely t~ 

In se.m;ples deformed a.t -l96°C dislocations and pairs were al:wa;rs 

accure.tely on the (110) glide pla.nea. (Fig. 10) e Therefore, when ob-

served an the 90° plnneaJ the projections were straight linea parallel 

to a (110) d1rect1ono For samples dei'orlred at roam temperature, the 

projections, llh::l.le being straight lines, often deviated by a :f'ew degrees 

tram a <110> direction (Fig. 11). This misalignment indicates that the 

dislocations nru.st contain many small uniformly spaced jogs along their 

length., In a sample deformed at 13t~°C dislocations on 90° planes often 
'-.,_ 

contained jogs large enough to be resolvede Figure 12 shows such joga 

in an area ~mere tvro 90° slip bands have intersectedJ large jogs 'Here, 

however, not uniquely associated with intersections since so:me were 

also oboerved in areas away from slip 1xmd intersections. 
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brolw up in·to rmm of cma.ll l'r:l.snuJ.tic loo:pG. Figure 13 showl-J o. slip 

band within which this had occurred i.n a oamplc deformed o. t 1200° C. 

'.This phenomenon has been obnerved previou.sly by Wv.shbu.rn ~t a.l. in 

Mg07 and by Price in zn9 an.d ca.
10 

The driving fOX'ce far this change 

in configuration ha.o been sholm to be the O.(JOOcio.ted decrease in 

elastio energy. 7, 9 Since ·the ·tra.nsfor:rnation occurred. at telll]?era.turea 

where thermally generated vacancies 1..re1•e preoen·t in sm'lll conoentr.a.tion, 

the mechan:tsm appears ·to be one of local c.Uf:f:'us:tons along dislocations. 

The sharp curw.ture at the end of the dlalocation pa.ira provides e.n 

ad.d.i tional climb force and it is here tha;\:. the p:f.nching off of loops 

occurred. 

An incree.se in deforma.tion tempera.t.ure can affect the d.:tslo

oa.tion substructure by1 {a) increa.o:lng the ea.oe of sJ.::f.p on secondary slip 

plAnes, (b) increasing the rate of climb for a given eilimb force, 

(a) increaoing the equilibrium conccntra,c:ton of jogs on e. dislocation, 

and (d) by decreasing the stress necessary to move dislocations. 

Jl'igure 3 showa that the yield stress, which can 'be defined as 

the stress necessary for the f";.l'Ol-rth of >>fide slip hands 1 d.r~a rapidly 

with increasing tempera:ture in tho roJJge ~196""0 ·to 250°0 but does not 

change much on going to h1.g)ler temperatures. It has also been shmm by 

11 
liulse et al. that the streso necessary to move d.lslocat:i.ons on the 

(100) cross-slip planes changes even mo1•e rapidly "t>sith tenrpcra.ture. At 

room temperature the stress l."C(lttlrc;;d to mo-\re a d:tsloco .. tion on the {100) 

plane in McO is J?ro'lx.l.bly at least 50 times hiehcr thah that rcquit~ed for 

{110) slip bo.nd grm·rth. Hmmvcr.9 e.t lOOO'~C the rc,tlo of thenc two 
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stresses .appt:,::nre> to be only 2 or 3 inctead of 50o 'l"'herefore, at the 

higher cleform2tion ter.1pero.tureo it becomes increasingly possible for 

dislocations of l:l.lw sign to avoid each other by croos-slip e.nd for 

dislocations of oppooite oign to glide toge~1er and annihilate. Cros~

slip of dislocations in order to by-paso others of like sign has been 

directly observed in thin fo1Js. 2 In these observations the temperature 

during the motion wn.s not kncrw:n exactly but it was probably in excess ot 

l000°C due to heating by the electron beam$ Since jogs must glide on 

{100) in ·~e sodium chloride structure, the critical stress to move 

dislocations on (100) is directly related to jog mobilityo 

The fact that the decrease in density of pairs within the slip 

bands is paralleled within the same temperature range by the decrease 

1ri flow stress, is consistent with the hYJ?othesie that widening of a 

~lip band depends on the formation of a widely spaced pair. 

The mechanism of pair fo~1ation in l4g0 has been described pre

viously .. T, 3 Bl"iefly1 a dislocation pair will be formed when a moving 

screw dislocation develops a jog large enough to pin it at a point. 

When a acrew dislocation becomes pinned in this manner a plus-minus 

edge dislocation pair will be fornJ.ed when the unpinned arms on either 

side of the jog move forward. If the unpinned arms are on slip ple.nes 

far enough apart, they will pass over each other and act as a dislo-

cation mill. If they a.re on slip planes close together they cannot 

pass and a relatively stable pair will be formed. 'l'he critical sepa.-

ration, h1 of the slip planes is given by: 

h = Gb 
8-rc(l-v h 

where G is the shea.r modulus 1 b is the Burgers vector 1 v is Poisson 1 s 

ratio, a.nd -r is the applied shear stress. It can be seen frcm1 this 
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the applied EJhear GtreGs necessary to caUGe flO'Iv dccren.ces with in-

creasing temperature, the maxilllUlfl stable pa.ir size increu.seso 'I'he maximum 

se:puration that \tao observed approached, out never exceeded, this cal-

cula.ted value. For ·t;he }:XJ.irs in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the observed separa-

tiona were o.pproxl.mf.:.tely 30~ sm':J.ller th.an the calculated lll.a.Ximum in 

each case. 

Nucleation of Pairs at Grom1-in Dislocations 

The grown-in substructure in NaCl type s:l.ngle crystals has been 

shown to consist of planar arrays of dislocations which malta u;p subgre.in 

boundaries and of random three-dimensional networks of individual dislo-

ca.tionso Microexamination of etched JiigO crystals used in these e~ri-

·menta showed that the crysta.ls had a subgrain size which varied f'rom 

l& to lOmm in diamet.er. Within the sube;rains there 'W'as an etch pit 

density ot approximately 5 x lo
4

/cm2 • Most of these pits had conical 

bottams'and marked the point of emergence of a grown-in dialoeation at 

the crystal surface. A few of the pits were flat bottamedo It is 

believed that these flat pits occurred at impurity precipitates 'Wbioh 

~· or may not have been asso~iated with a dislocatiano 

It was :found that .the groWn.-in dislocations always contained 

precipitates along their length and ~rten did not lie exactly in a slip 

plane (lig6 14) ~ :Be~a.use of either one or both of' these factors, the 

srown-in dislocations remained "immobile during deformat,iono 

The size and spacing r:Jt the precipi ta.tea varied from one s~le 

to another and in some cases varied from one dislocation to another 

Within the same sample~ Large :precipi tatcs were generally present at 
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d:Lslocat1on no:lcr.;. '.C'lle or;;wing of vioible precipite..tcs "i~11G not ul'i<~'J.YO 

cmall cn01.1,:;h to have pinned the clisloca;tion c.t the ma::d:JlU(tl stress level 

reached in the t.est. In Fig. ll~ the dislocation should have been able 
. 

to esca,pe from the line of precipitates during the test because the yield 

Gb 
stress of the cryst~ •ro.s greater than £ where) is the J.arges"l:i dis-

tance between prec;l.p;!. ta·tes. 'rhis suggests that the large precipitates 

that are observed do not play an im,po:rtant role in the locldng of gro,m.-in 

dislocattona • 111oy BJ."e :U.n;to.obile either because of invisible :impurity 

atmospheres or 'because they contain a high jog concentration. 

Although the grown-in dislocations do not move during deformation, 

they probably play a, very important role both in the mechanism of multi

plication and in the formation of pairs. FiBUre 15 sholm a high denBity 

of pairs that start at a ~own-in 4islPQAtion ~ich cuts through the 

glide plane. Many areas of this type were observed and a large fraction 

Of the pairs observed in a given crystal started at either a gro~m-in 

dislocation or at an impurity precipitate. 

The nucleation of pairs at grown-in dislocations suggests that 

many of the glide tUslocations moving through a. crystal a.lrea.dy contain 

jogs. A jog on a. dislocation is a short segment of edge dislocation. 

which is at right angles to the primary glide plane and can glide only 

along the direction of the Burgers vector. If the jogs are forced to 

move in any other direction, they must clim1J. This requires emission of 

vo.cunt lattice sites or interstitial atcrm.s. vihen a jogged dislocation 

intersects a grmm-in dislocation, it is quite likely that a few jogs 

may glide t.oe;ether at the cusp that is created to form o.n immobile 
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multiple jog. In this cn.se, 0. dislocation po.ir will be formed when the 

unpinned portions of. ·the ·dislc~ation on either side continue to move 

I 

This mechan1m:n of pair formation can explain the cxrigin of most 

at the pairs observed in the deformed MgO aa.m;plea • Sal'll.etimes 1 however 1 

closed );la.irs were found in the slip bands in regions o.~ tram grown-in 

dislocations which suggests that other nucleation mechanisms JllB.1 operate" 
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Fig .. 1 Polishirig lt_P.:pura.tus_. 

F1g. 2 'I'runsmission G:;::nrple 011 an el(~ctron microscope grid.. 

Fig. 3 Effec:l:i of tlen:rJcl.·atm.-e and ourfac:G condition on :the 5tress 

def'lec·tion -cw."Ve.. 

Fig. 4 1\ose.·cte of' 11 uged dis<locat1ons 11 in sample deformed a.t .150°0. 

Fig. 5 Rosette of "frcmh" dislocations 'mich has initiated sUp 

bands during defol~~tion. 

Fig. 6 Dense dislocation substl"Ucture on ~45° planes in a sam:ple 

deformed at -196°0. 

Fig. 1 Dislocations on !~5° slip planes in a :;;ample deformed at 750°0. 

Fig. 8 largest pair observed in a sample deformed at roam tcm;perat'l.lre. 

Fig. 9 Iarges.t :_pair observed in a sample deformed..a.;t; 500°C. 

Fig~ 10 90° sl:!,p :ban:d~'in ~a.:sOJro?~e .def'Grm.e'd~e;,t -~96°0. 

Fig. 11 90° slip bruid in a sample J.lef.Ol!'Illed. at room temperature. Arro,.;a 

locate dislocations 'tvhich deviate from <110> alignment. 

Fig. 12 Intersectipn of two 90° alip bands in a..sa.mple.de:f'orxned at 

1300° c. Arrows loca. te lo.rge jogs e 

Fig. 13 Dislocation pairs formed at grown-in dislocations and at inlJ?lll"i ty 

prccipi tatos. Smaller pairs have brolten UJ? into prismatic loops, 

Fig. 14 Grown-in dislocation which does not lie on a. slip plane. Dotted 

lines show approximately the projection of a. (110). 

Fig. 15 Dislocation pairs f'onncd at a grown .. in disloca.tione 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
m1ss1on, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor . 






